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Lori Anderson
Location: 93444, Nipomo
Submitted At:  9:34am 08-09-22

Define confirmed POTENTIAL cases. Monkey Pox is NOT a pandemic. The people of this state are wise to your
antics and we are not going to stand for them anymore.

Lilli Garcia
Location: 92102, San diego
Submitted At:  9:15am 08-09-22

What state of emergency? Enough is enough. Let’s focus on cleaning up our city. The tents and the
homelessness situation is completely out of control. The government over reach is completely out of control. We
all know the only reason you keep the state of emergency and want to continue is try to take the control away
from the people. There is no emergency.  People are going to work. People are going to games. People are
celebrating in huge festivals and parades. What emergency?!

Cathy Morgan



Location: 92021, El Cajon
Submitted At:  9:14am 08-09-22

I oppose this ...i have a right as an American citizen to say this is not a state of emergency. You are pushing your
agenda on Californians we won&amp;amp;#x27;t stand for it !

Susie J
Location:
Submitted At:  9:13am 08-09-22

Strongly Oppose! This is unbelievable that there is even a meeting for this. You should not be concerned with
monkeypox, you should be concerned about keeping the community safe from crime, work with homeless, and
deal with all the drug issues. You should be ashamed of yourselves.. This is another plandemic to take more
money and try and control the people. God is watching!

Dawn Gans
Location: 92021, El Cajon
Submitted At:  9:08am 08-09-22

Strongly oppose !!

Mary D
Location:
Submitted At:  8:48am 08-09-22

Do not declare yet another 'emergency'. The County believes in  'data-driven' approaches, so start following (and
making decisions upon) the data.  

Monkeypox numbers do not rise anywhere near to 'crisis' or 'emergency' levels. 

Your desire to 'align with State standards' should be called what it really is ... 'Moneypox'.

Kerry Johnson
Location: 92121, San Diego
Submitted At:  8:38am 08-09-22

I oppose this measure to use monkey pox as reason to declare a state of emergency. But look how easy it is for
the Board of Supervisors to keep the residents of San Diego in a perpetual state of emergency! Shameful
behavior! I hope to see better choices and leadership that empower the residents rather than the constant fear
mongering.

Elwyn Gates
Location: 92024, Encinitas
Submitted At:  8:25am 08-09-22

Dont you have something to do? Like give more streets to bicyclers.

Carla Styles
Location:
Submitted At:  8:11am 08-09-22

The pure insanity of your egos and lack of moral integrity is alarming. Do your job and work for your people. Let
the citizens who pay your paychecks speak! Enough is enough!

Karen Vogue
Location: 92128, San Diego
Submitted At:  8:10am 08-09-22

Why do we need to declare a State of Emergency for a non-lethal disease that is transmitted mainly through skin
to skin, sexual contact?  There's been 6,000 and no deaths so far in the U.S.
It seems like a knee jerk reaction with the intent to put more fear into the population.  Public Health
announcements on prevention and treatment are all that should be needed.



Jim Ellis
Location: 91945
Submitted At:  7:57am 08-09-22

Stop the madness. You were elected to represent the people, not control the people. Be faithful to your oath and
refrain from continuing the unconstitutional mandates based on false pretenses.

Bruce Grayson
Location: 92056, Oceanside
Submitted At:  7:50am 08-09-22

Your continual pushing of fear for money is in direct conflict with your oath of office.  It's time to stop the dictatorial
control.   This continual division must end.  There is a short window for this to end before daddy God gets
involved and takes care of things.  "Agree with your adversary quickly before they bring you before the Judge for
you will not escape until you pay all."  Matt 5:25

Jeffrey Slaven
Location: Fallbrook
Submitted At:  7:37am 08-09-22

The only true emergency the people of San Diego county are currently faced with, is a runaway school board.
You have already been complicit in crimes against our children. You have already hurt the social and
psychological  development of our children. You have already created policy based on lies, and propaganda. 
You really, really, really shouldn’t do that again. Might not bode well for your political aspirations.

Mary Zuelzke
Location: 92119, San Diego
Submitted At:  7:10am 08-09-22

This is not a County or State emergency. period! we are done with these Shenanigans!

Crystal Hong
Location: 92020, El Cajon
Submitted At:  7:09am 08-09-22

Oppose. We are not in a state of emergency!

Alysson Hartmann
Location:
Submitted At:  7:07am 08-09-22

Why is Monkeypox a health emergency?According to the county, "The action does not indicate that San Diegans
are at higher risk of contracting the virus." Dpesn't pass the test of "emergency." 27 confirmed cases and zero
hospital admissions or deaths in San Diego and it is an emergency???

Jeffrey Morgan
Location: 92021, El Cajon
Submitted At:  7:02am 08-09-22

All that 'Flatten the Curve' did for COVID 19 was to prolong the inevitable of stretching out how long we endured
getting past a flu virus and caused unnecessary disruption in people's lives and businesses, weakening the
economy. Here we go again with a few politicians making poor choices for everyone lives once again. This is a
gross lack of wisdom that once again will be harmful to all San Diego county constituents.

Aurelio Ramos
Location: 92129, San Diego
Submitted At:  7:01am 08-09-22

Please oppose

S G
Location:
Submitted At:  6:53am 08-09-22



No emergency! Maybe just some education to the small group affected. I strongly oppose. This is all getting too
ridiculous!

Chantelle DeShazer
Location: 92124, San Diego
Submitted At:  6:51am 08-09-22

The majority of people affected by monkeypox are gay men engaging and risky sex .the damage from locking
down our city far outweighs the risk of monkeypox especially for the schools. I strongly oppose declaring state of
emergency for monkeypox. you can't do it for everything that comes along!

Stacie Crenshaw
Location: 92211, San Diego
Submitted At:  6:50am 08-09-22

Please do not declare Monkeypox an emergency in San Diego and use city funds to combat a disease that has
not killed anyone in San Diego. With real crisis, such as fetanyl, homelessness, and crime, our city needs to
prioritize and take seriously issues that are real emergencies. Monkeypox can be combatted by inconvenient
temporary lifestyle changes and sanitary changes. It is not a local emergency.

Lee Quinn
Location: 92021, El Cajon
Submitted At:  6:40am 08-09-22

Once again your political distractions are ridiculous. 
After monkeypox what's the next one?!
An emergency does not exist.

Judy George
Location: 92105, El cajon
Submitted At:  6:35am 08-09-22

This is not an emergency, do not use it as an excuse to control the citizens of this state!

Anna Holmes
Location: 92020, El Cajon
Submitted At:  6:05am 08-09-22

While the monkey pox is a terrible disease, like many illnesses, it should not require the special attention you are
providing for it. 
I oppose using our valuable public funds for Agenda item 1. There are a small group of people who are highly
educated but also highly sexualized who should be alerted to avert this contagious disease to stop the spread. It
is a terrible venereal activity.

Cari Wilson
Location: 92065, Ramona
Submitted At:  6:01am 08-09-22

I oppose this, haven't we learned enough!!

Rebecca Simpson
Location: 92040, Lakeside
Submitted At:  5:18am 08-09-22

There are fewer than 10 confirmed cases of Monkeypox and it is spread through sexual conduct.  This is NOT a
health emergency!  We are more than capable of taking care of our own health and well being!

Mike Borrello
Location:
Submitted At:  4:44am 08-09-22

There is no medical emergency. Just look at history; 2003 Midwest monkey pox outbreak and a few years before
a mandatory smallpox vaccine campaign for military and healthcare workers. No one died from monkey pox. But



people sure did die from the vaccines. Post studies showed the vaccines ineffective. Now they repeat history.
Nathan Fletcher, his voting block, and his outlaw HHS are ethically and morally corrupt. Their goal is not health,
but rather power, control and money.

Seth Zibman
Location: 92129, San Diego
Submitted At:  3:43am 08-09-22

These ridiculous and unwarranted "health emergencies" need to stop. This has gone on for WAY too long already
and is out of control. 
There is ZERO reason that any emergency be continued or be added to. There was never/is no emergency. This
tyranny and the lies need to end immediately. Do the RIGHT thing and stop the madness and fear propaganda.
We all see through this.

Amy Penszynski
Location: 92129, San Diego
Submitted At:  2:30am 08-09-22

This is ridiculous! We're ALL fed up with these ridiculous & nonsensical, unwarranted "health emergencies". This
has gone on for WAY too long already with the sham of covid & now you self proclaimed "elites" think you're
helping but you are over the top out of control. There's ZERO reason that ANY emergency continue/be added to.
There's no emergency. Stop the tyranny, lies & control. this needs to end NOW. Do the RIGHT thing for
once/finally. The people of San Diego...California..are DONE.

Elizabeth Jouvenat
Location:
Submitted At: 11:41pm 08-08-22

OPPOSE.  You know hardly anyone is affected by this.  Talk about overreaching for more control andoney. People
aren't buying it is an emergency.  Neither are you or your families.. Never heard the story of the boy who called
wolf?  When there was a REAL emergency no one believed him.  Is that your goal? Remember your oaths.  You
work for the people.  You don't govern or rule over them.  The people may have voted for you, so they can vote
you out, esp. if you lie, cheat, steal.

Kathy Frisbie
Location:
Submitted At: 11:32pm 08-08-22

I absolutely oppose declaring monkeypox as a public health emergency!   There are less than 50 cases, one
hospitalization, and NO deaths and all cases are among men in a small subset of our population.  You already
have the tools to get proper information to the community affected.  Stop instilling a constant state of FEAR by
declaring another EMERGENCY.  This is not one!

Erin Coffee
Location: 92115, San Diego
Submitted At:  8:02pm 08-08-22

I am 100% opposed to the SD County of Supervisors declaring Monkeypox an emergency. Please use your
common sense. You are overreaching, abusing your powers and scaring thousands of residents and CHILDREN!
Please stop taking excessive measures just because you can. There is no public emergency! Encourage safe sex
among men. The news just stated all cases in SD are all MEN! Send out information to those communities that
need it the most and leave the majority of SD residents and children alone!

Tiana King
Location: 92084, Vista
Submitted At:  7:59pm 08-08-22

Oppose

Tamara Dixon
Location: 92011, Carlsbad
Submitted At:  7:55pm 08-08-22



monkey pox is a hoax and all the liberals will be scared into believing they need to stay inside.  this is right in time
for the midterms. you guys are brillant, but now you have gone too far. it will backlash on you.

Stacey Baker
Location: 92010, Carlsbad
Submitted At:  7:19pm 08-08-22

You are making a fool of yourselves at this point.  This is embarrassing.  Monkey pox as an emergency?  Please.
I can think of some REAL actual emergencies we have that are not being dealt with.  Stop “monkeying” around
and making a mountain out of something that is a nothing.  Look around you…people are living their lives.
Gathering, socializing, thriving.  Please do not use this new fear mongering as an excuse do keep pushing your
tyrannical agenda on we the people.

Cathy Morgan
Location: 92021, El Cajon
Submitted At:  7:03pm 08-08-22

I am opposed to this. It's been long overdue to stop this type of inforcement against us.

Carlos delaLama
Location: 92010, San Diego
Submitted At:  6:52pm 08-08-22

There is no need to establish a state of emergency for this virus given its mode of transmission, pathogenicity and
virulence.
There are plenty of medical practitioners (albeit afraid to speak) that understand this does not spread like an
airborne virus.
We do not establish a state of emergency for a much more virulent flu virus, that in a bad season will definitely kill
considerably more people than this monkey pox strain.  Act on true scientific information and data, and not based
on politics.

Sandra Castro
Location:
Submitted At:  6:49pm 08-08-22

Follow the money!!!!

Kathy Munson
Location: 92128, San Diego
Submitted At:  6:44pm 08-08-22

Get a life and quit taking our freedoms away and concentrate on our children learning reading, writing and math
and not gender studies. We are 35th in the world in education. This is NOT the America I grew up in. God Bless
America

Leah Kirgis
Location: 92104, San Diego
Submitted At:  6:43pm 08-08-22

Declaring an emergency for something that is nearly never fatal and with very few actual cases in San Diego,
doesn’t make sense. The people of San Diego are no longer falling for these ridiculous measures being declared
by the county.

Sheryl Stewart
Location: 92020, El Cajon
Submitted At:  6:37pm 08-08-22

No way. Not necessary.

Doris Sherman
Location: 91901, Alpine
Submitted At:  6:34pm 08-08-22



Oppose

N S
Location: 92040, Lakeside
Submitted At:  6:34pm 08-08-22

This is not a public health emergency. This is a specific disease that affects a very small population. This disease
is extremely preventable and avoidable, and is therefore the furthest thing possible from fitting the definition of an
"emergency". Stop Government overreach, stop the grasping at more power, and stop the constant
fearmongering and panic porn. Oppose this ratification, and END all declared states of emergencies unless they
truly, objectively are!

carolyn fisher
Location: 91977, spring valley
Submitted At:  6:32pm 08-08-22

stop this insane control of our rights!! I oppose this measure to declare a monkey pox state of emergency! Please
Common sense!!!

Marie McMahon
Location: 92071, Santee
Submitted At:  6:11pm 08-08-22

There is NO PUBLIC HEALTH EMERGENCY here. Stop declaring emergencies with zero evidence. If elected
officials on this Board want to ratify this bill please provide the public (whom you are supposed to represent)
vetted statistics and valid analysis to demonstrate this premise beyond a reasonable doubt. All I've spoken with
strongly oppose this measure, we all see it as a desperate attempt to continue the hysteria which has significantly
waned as awareness grows about this situation.

Karen Lockshaw
Location: 92117, San Diego
Submitted At:  6:09pm 08-08-22

I strongly oppose this “health emergency”. The Bible tells us there are two sides to every story, one seems right
until the other is revealed. Sadly, our board of supervisors are one sided and not investigating all sides. Enough is
enough. It’s time to stop this nonsense and put San Diego  back to work and kids our kids back to school without
the hinderance of mandates. VOTE NO. There is no health emergency.

Carrie Homegger
Location: 92014, Del Mar
Submitted At:  5:50pm 08-08-22

Monkeypox is NOT a health emergency! Vote NO!!

Kristin Vent
Location:
Submitted At:  5:45pm 08-08-22

FACT: government mandates caused an HIV epidemic. 
FACT: COVID 19 vax was banded with a little bit of HIV protein. 
FACT: A 1987 study linked an explosion in full blown aids cases in those with latent HIV after vaccination against
small pox. FACT: the vaxx for monkeypox will now do the same again in the vaxxed population in time for Disease
X to unleash h*** on those you have deceived.
FACT: you will be held accountable for your actions and inactions in this life &/or before the throne of God.

JOYCELYN SIMLEY
Location: 90302, INGLEWOOD
Submitted At:  5:43pm 08-08-22

It has never been adequately stated by anyone why these state of emergency is being declared. Anymore it
appears governance is being done simply on the principle of, " because we want to" and "because we said so!"
Or perhaps it's "because someone we answer to said so". Either way it's wrong and needs to stop.



Donna Bolz
Location: 92019, El Cajon
Submitted At:  5:37pm 08-08-22

This is another example of anti-science rhetoric and an excuse for more government overreach. We the people
are opposed to tyrannical leaders usurping the authority 
of sound medical judgement and creating a crisis to benefit their ideology.

Karhleen Pracanica
Location: 92110, San Diego
Submitted At:  5:27pm 08-08-22

Please Oppose!!!

Toto Fromoz
Location: 92064, Poway
Submitted At:  5:03pm 08-08-22

Just when you think the CDC can't become more of a laughing stock. The thought of bring this up on an agenda
item is rediculous.  This is offensive to monkeys , even they know its the vaccine injuries to blame, wonder which
treasonous official are involved in these theater of mandates.

Lynda Vosbein
Location: 92040, Lakeside
Submitted At:  5:02pm 08-08-22

Government does not need to be involved.

Peter Gargano
Location: 91941, La Mesa
Submitted At:  5:02pm 08-08-22

Government is overstepping their bounds these days. This attempt to make the latest “Pox” the new vehicle of
control is not acceptable.

Penny Titmas
Location: 92111, San Diego
Submitted At:  5:01pm 08-08-22

Monkeypox is not an emergency, please vote NO on declaring a health emergency.

Kathy W
Location:
Submitted At:  5:01pm 08-08-22

I strongly oppose extending or adding a state of emergency. Our elected officials (Nathan Fletcher in particular)
are engaging in large gatherings with no protocols in place. There is no emergency. Just a money grab from
corrupt politicians. Let San Diegans get back to a normal life without the extreme overreach of our elected
officials.

Jean Meehan
Location: 92128, San Diego
Submitted At:  4:56pm 08-08-22

I'm totally against this emergency monkey pox overreach by you as the arm of the government.  There are so few
cases that are 97%  in the homosexual community.  I don't care about people's sexual preferences but if that
community is at risk it is your responsibility to help that community and not lock down those that are not affected
at this time.  Stop the grab of power by government.

Kathleen Martin
Location: 91945, Lemon Grove
Submitted At:  4:55pm 08-08-22

No!!! This is not a health emergency!! Total governmental over reach!!



Andrea Cermak
Location: 95621, Citrus Heights
Submitted At:  4:53pm 08-08-22

Monkeypox is not another pandemic as you are claiming it to be. It is simply another scam to use fear and
brainwashing and manipulative psychology to scare people into compliance so you can continue your tyrannical
rule over the people, all while your pockets get fatter, our elections remain corrupt, and our country is circling the
drain. One little question you may want to ask yourselves is how are children getting this "disease" when it is
sexually transmitted?? 
NO ON MONKEYPOX SOE

Michelle Watananbe
Location:
Submitted At:  4:43pm 08-08-22

Monkeypox! Are you all stupid? This constitutes crimes against humanity and you will all be held responsible.

Diane Ake
Location: 92120, San Diego
Submitted At:  4:38pm 08-08-22

Please do not use this local health emergency as an excuse to impose any mandates or restrictions which the
public will not stand for this time around. It is hard to understand why this is an emergency with so few cases.

william mckinsey
Location: 92071, santee
Submitted At:  4:36pm 08-08-22

This is an unwarranted power grab over a disease that is far from an emergency to the general population. Anti
science rhetoric.

William Mitchell
Location: 92040, Lakeside
Submitted At:  4:35pm 08-08-22

Please stop the governmental over reach. This is a health issue within a small segment of the population. We are
fully opposed to any declaration.

Judith Bratton
Location:
Submitted At:  4:28pm 08-08-22

I oppose the declaration of a health emergency for Monkeypox. It is not a pandemic of the masses.

Terresa McKinsey
Location: 92021, El Cajon
Submitted At:  4:27pm 08-08-22

This is NOT a county-wide health emergency! Stop posturing, no one is fooled. DO NOT RATIFY! VOTE NO!

Heather Merritt
Location: 92019, El Cajon
Submitted At:  4:21pm 08-08-22

I oppose the health emergency over Monkeypox

Pete Stewart
Location: 92020, El Cajon
Submitted At:  4:21pm 08-08-22

NO! This is not a pandemic!

Douglas Hanson
Location: 92123, San Diego



Submitted At:  4:17pm 08-08-22

Primary cause of spread: Young men, mostly ages 18 to 44, account for the majority of cases, and over 97%
identify as men who have sex with men (MSM).

Tamm King
Location: 92107, San diego
Submitted At:  4:16pm 08-08-22

NO! Monkeypox is NOT a health emergency or a pandemic!!

Lois Meyer
Location: 92021, El Cajon
Submitted At:  4:09pm 08-08-22

I stand against the demand on the monkey pox vaccines,  masking or anything else demanded by our communist
leaders.  I don't have the sex problem which is linked to this pandemic.

Rebeca Mullen
Location: 92020, El Cajon
Submitted At:  4:07pm 08-08-22

I totally opose this fake agenda!  There are NO deaths! There is no emergency! It doesn't even kill people! Vote
NO!

Dolores Sexton
Location: 92121, San Diego
Submitted At:  4:06pm 08-08-22

Monkeypox is not a pandemic.  It’s just one more money laundering opportunity for our county and city officials.
Shame on you.  Stop the emergency, you have no credibility. We all see what you have been doing.  Better to
apologize now and do what’s right.  I pray that you will stop hurting people. Do the right thing, stop this charade.

J Z
Location: 92065
Submitted At:  4:04pm 08-08-22

STOP THE RADICAL TYRANNY YOU ARE IMPOSING UPON SAN DIEGO! You are playing with peoples lives.
YOU ALL are NOT protecting anyone and you know it. This is a power trip. Follow the truth and money. This is a
MRNA vaccine side effect. Let the truth be known! The AIDS deception again!!! STOP!

Michael Lochner
Location: 92105, San Diego
Submitted At:  3:58pm 08-08-22

I, Mikie Lochner the Chair of the HIV Planning Group, am in full support of the Board's ratifying the Declaration of
Local Health Emergency refarding Monkeypox. I wish to thank the Board of Supervisors and the San Diego
County Health Department for recognizing and taking the lead on getting information out to the community about
how best to protect yourself from getting Monkeypox in lieu of shortage of vaccines in the world. It's  truly
remarkable to see the County  doing a great job  Thank you

Theresa Kuhn
Location: 92959, Lakeside
Submitted At:  3:52pm 08-08-22

This is not a health emergency. There is no reason for this at this time. I oppose the ratifying of this declaration.
No!

Diane Flora
Location: 91901, Alpine
Submitted At:  3:50pm 08-08-22

I totally oppose calling monkey pox an emergency.  It is not an emergency.  I am praying our leaders in San Diego
will use logic and not be led by false information.



Lynnda Coutto
Location: 92007, Cardiff
Submitted At:  3:49pm 08-08-22

At this point you guys are just stacking up the crimes. There was never an emergency to begin with.

We’re watching and we see what you’re doing. I suggest each and everyone of you consider the information
supporting this ongoing lawsuit. It’s the criminal architecture behind this event and the evidence are the criminals
own words, filings, publications, etc. It’s irrefutable.

It’s just a matter of time before the world knows what was done to us.

How will history define you?

PROSECUTENOW.COM

Jo Reavis
Location: 92024, Encinitas
Submitted At:  3:43pm 08-08-22

the data/ science. do NOT support an EMERGENCY.  Those who may be vulnerable can take precaution and
therapies.     our community cannot afford or support another EMERGENCY protocol.  More people are hurt by
lockdowns and mandates than by the illness itself.    Listen to the doctors/scientist who OPPOSE this.

Victoria Scales
Location: 92056, Oceanside
Submitted At:  3:42pm 08-08-22

I fully oppose this agenda item!! There is no reason to declare monkey pox a pandemic. Where are the deaths?
There is no real data to initiate and perpetuate further tyrannical action. In fact the San Diego monthly
communicable disease doesn’t even  allude to this disease much less covid. You all are in office to serve the
people. Fulfill your oaths.

Golddie Wyatt
Location:
Submitted At:  3:40pm 08-08-22

OPPOSE & WE REQUEST YOU TO vote NO!! After over 2 years of being fed LIES & FEAR MONGERING with
the insanity of Covid-19, lockdowns, children being masked & vaccinated unnecessarily. Studies have shown
masks DO NOT WORK and the shots are resulting in injury & death! 
Monkeypox is NOT a pandemic! "We The People" have followed the MONEY, THE LIES & THE OVERREACH &
you WILL ALL be held accountable!! Stop the SHENANIGANS!!
#MAY GOD HAVE MERCY ON YOUR SOUL #RECOMPENSE

Teresa Tebbetts
Location: 92111, San
Submitted At:  3:35pm 08-08-22

No data to support universal emergency. Ludicrous.

Mi Thomas
Location: 92036, Julian
Submitted At:  3:33pm 08-08-22

Okay, we all knew this was coming. This is out of hand. Get a clue. The majority of the American people are not
for lockouts and the bringing down of the economy.

Catherine Robinson
Location: 91916, Descanso
Submitted At:  3:31pm 08-08-22

You need to vote against declaring Monkeypox a public health emergency. You know very well and "the people"
know what they need to do to stay healthy. We do not need elected officials lording it over us with lockdowns,



restrictions, forced vaccinations, and forcing those who are in the workforce to lose their jobs and their livelihoods
because of so-called non-compliance. Enough is enough!

Ashley Jo
Location: 93308, Bakersfield
Submitted At:  3:28pm 08-08-22

Everyone knows this is just an excuse for another abuse of power and more funding funneling into the hands of
politicians.  Monkey Pox is just your next excuse.  All of you will be remembered by the public for all the corrupt
decisions you make that effect the people.  You can and should do the right thing. Either way, we are seeing
clearly who is bought and paid for and willing to sell out those they swore to serve & exactly how useless
government is. We will fix this with or without your help.

Joan Pernicano
Location: 92131, San Diego
Submitted At:  3:28pm 08-08-22

Monkeypox is not a pandemic.  It effects a very small part of the population of people, is not fatal, but is curable
AND more importantly avoidable (abstinence).  No monkeying around, no monkeypox!   Sex as God intended is
the answer to these scourges.  Turn back to God!

Zack Gianino
Location: 92103, San Diego
Submitted At:  3:21pm 08-08-22

I vehemently pose the further abuse of the county’s declaration of a local emergency for a disease that doesn’t
even top other diseases, which should permit, by this logic, a local emergency. 

The public can see this is a cash grab and another way for Supervisor Fletcher to Campaign off of. 

Calling an “emergency” for a disease that has killed only 1-2 people is Ludacris and diminishes the word
“emergency”.

This will backfire when we truly have an emergency on our hands. Shame on this charade

Krista Grassi
Location:
Submitted At:  3:20pm 08-08-22

Have you issued a state of emergency for heart disease or cancer? No? Let's talk once we really do have an
emergency....you can't just throw that out in an effort to launder more money & control the masses with FEAR.
The People see right through you all.  In the meantime, you all need to start doing your jobs & be responsible for
your actions.

Deborah Landstedt
Location: 91903, Alpine
Submitted At:  3:20pm 08-08-22

Please no more mandates!

Chris Mcgowan
Location: 92040-1024, Lakeside
Submitted At:  3:15pm 08-08-22

There is no risk outside the gay community!!  Stop this tyrannical agenda vote no!

Daniel Hale
Location: 92024, Encinitas
Submitted At:  3:00pm 08-08-22

Monkey pox is very hard to get. It is only transmitted between homosexual males. This is not an emergency! Any
supervisor who votes for this is an enemy of the people.attempting to impose tyranny via public health directives.



Clifton Quinn
Location: 92021, El Cajon
Submitted At:  2:56pm 08-08-22

I really find this hard to believe. A "Local Health Emetgency"???  This is comete nonsense. Feel free to give
advice to the public, but this affects such a tiny percentage of our population. This smells like a grab for power or
someone making money selling a vax or something sinister. 

Vote no!

Julie Bennett
Location: 92102, San Diego
Submitted At:  2:55pm 08-08-22

Stop with the insanity! Monkey Pox isn’t an issue so much as chicken pox, or the common cold is.  You don’t die
from it and it’s a physical contact issue.  Create something to help those who get it and educate others on how to
avoid it without shoving yet another unnecessary pointless yet harmful “vaccine”.

Laura Smith
Location: 92071, Santee
Submitted At:  2:52pm 08-08-22

Are you kidding me?? Monkey pox is not a crisis!! A BIB NO PLEASE!! Stop keeping San Diegan’s in lockdowns
and fear.We are over the fear mongering.  You all need to stop with ALL emergency.

Diane Chapman
Location: 92065, Ramona
Submitted At:  2:40pm 08-08-22

Fool me once, shame on me, fool me twice, shame on you.
How about focusing on the group that this affects and flatten the curve, slow the spread ? Stop Homosexual sex
orgies for two weeks. You shut the entire population in for the cold and flu season, shut our schools and churches,
small businesses and ruined our economy. For what? All of you that mandated these actions and the kill shot will
be brought to trial. Premeditated murder. Sudden death syndrome. Blood is on you hands.

sheri strothers
Location: 92019
Submitted At:  2:40pm 08-08-22

monkey pox is not a crisis. the numbers are lower than most, everyday health threats. please vote NO!

Natalie T
Location: 92020
Submitted At:  2:26pm 08-08-22

This is NOT a public health emergency and is affecting a small percentage of the community.  Stop with these
antics and let us live freely.

Diane McGowan
Location: 92040, Lakeside
Submitted At:  2:24pm 08-08-22

I strongly oppose and urge you all to vote NO. Stop the insanity and fear mongering now. The only real
emergency is severe Government overreach!!

Irma Shute
Location: 91978, Spring Valley
Submitted At:  2:17pm 08-08-22

This disease is only spread via very close or sexual contact.  Also the reports are that only gay or men that sleep
with other men are the only people eligible for a vaccine.  How does this effect the rest of the community?

Gretchen Rodriquez



Location:
Submitted At:  2:17pm 08-08-22

No more restrictions on our freedom and health! Use your common sense!

Ellie G
Location: San Diego
Submitted At:  2:14pm 08-08-22

There is no emergency this is all for control. This is honestly very sad to see you continue to ignore the people.
You clearly have an agenda and it’s sinister. History will not be kind to you.

California Resident
Location:
Submitted At:  2:04pm 08-08-22

Stop with the insane edicts, everyone sees through them.  Once the voting machines are removed and in-person
paper ballots are the only option do you think anyone voting for this atrocity will be re-elected?

Greg A
Location: 92110
Submitted At:  2:04pm 08-08-22

This is a joke, another tyrannical move by tyrannical totalitarian government. The San Diego County Board of
Supervisors should immediately resign. Let the people have their elected positions back.

S Jones
Location: 91942
Submitted At:  2:00pm 08-08-22

The only emergency is that our (s)elected officials are selling us out for money and self-preservation. Lord have
mercy on your souls.

Contance Rodriguez
Location:
Submitted At:  1:56pm 08-08-22

As of today, there are no deaths where monkey pox is listed as the cause in the US and very few outside of Africa
where it is endemic and deaths occur yearly.  Mr. Fletcher correctly stated in a mass email where he correctly
called it moneypox, rather than monkeypox.  I don't recall an emergency being declared in 2003 when there was
an outbreak.  Here we go again with another money power grab, inflation creation, and likely more control over
people in America.

Concerned Citizen
Location:
Submitted At:  1:42pm 08-08-22

This is utterly ridiculous. We have people overdosing on fentanyl and Monkeypox is the health emergency? Just
stop.

UC SD
Location:
Submitted At:  1:38pm 08-08-22

There are no monkey pox in the hospital here at UCSD. We are seeing ALOT of vaccine injuries/deaths from
covid vaccines/boosters. A blistering rash is not an emergency! Stop this monkey madness and if you don’t want
diseases stop getting vaccinated.

Jessica Williams
Location: 91941, La mesa
Submitted At:  1:22pm 08-08-22

Monkey pox is not a pandemic yet you continue to push the narrative about a state of emergency when we know
it is just so can continue to funnel money and try to maintain your tyrant control over the people. We know what



you are doing and recompense is coming and it is real. I pray God have mercy on your souls for all of you are
complicit in crimes against humanity.

Heike Jahnert
Location:
Submitted At:  1:06pm 08-08-22

Declarations of public health emergencies are unconstitutional and therefore null and void. The BOS has no
authority to overstep the Constitution. According to WHO monkey pox occurs amongst men who have sex with
other men. The overwhelming population of San Diego County does not engage in this kind of sex acts. This
declaration is about money & control and not health. We the People of San Diego County are well capable of
managing our health without your interference. Get off our backs & life’s.

J Hawk
Location:
Submitted At: 12:43pm 08-08-22

There is no need to declare emergency for monkeypox.  This is not a decease that is “spreading like wildfire”.
There is NO emergency for monkeypox just like there is not an emergency for COVID 19.  Stop spreading fear
and propaganda.

Renee Roberds
Location: 92007, Cardiff
Submitted At: 12:25pm 08-08-22

STOP this oppression of the people.  There is no legitimate monkeypox scare.   We cannot go back to being
locked down again.  That is your plan amd we see that!

Amerika Freedom
Location:
Submitted At: 12:15pm 08-08-22

This is another way to push a vax that will injure or kill people just like covid 19 vaccines.


